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A big thank you to all students and staff at the Greater Horseshoe School
for their continued efforts and hard work this half term.
The school continues to grow and develop. This term we would like to welcome our new student: Alana. Alana has settled in to school life at the Greater Horseshoe school. She has made a number of
strong friendships quickly and engaged in all subjects. She has particularly enjoyed animal care, food
tech and swimming and takes every opportunity to be active around the school. James and Lewis
continue to settle in well and are building positive relationships with staff and students. Both are often
to be seen smiling as they go about their learning! We have welcomed new staff members to the
team, too (see below) - they all have made terrific additions to the Greater Horseshoe School community.
New minibus
We recently took delivery of a new 8 seater minibus, which will make a huge difference for the students in terms of the group activities we can offer. Groups have already used the minibus to go to
the farm, to go swimming and to go climbing. Our young people love the minibus and are looking forward to more exciting educational trips!

Student Council
The student councilors Braiden, Aiden and Evan met
with the Governors of the school this half term. They
had a chance to directly feed back their thoughts on
how the school is working for them and any suggestions on what we could do better (oh and a chance
chat about our school animals). A really positive
meeting, the boys definitely know what they want
and didn’t hold back, but gave fantastic feedback and
were speaking really highly of the school.
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SEN
This half term, we have been fortunate to have Liz Loly in school. Liz is a Communications and Education Consultant and she has been working with some of students to do some dyslexia screening
assessments. Using her expertise, we are able to find ways of supporting students more effectively
with their learning and wider skills. Students have found this very helpful and we will be working with
additional students in the next half term. If you feel your child would benefit from this screening or
have any questions, please do get in touch with Chris (SENCO) at the school or your child’s mentor.

Something I would like to share as a useful resource and advice is Signpostplus, as part of Children
and Family Health Devon. They have a weekly snippets section with links to support available in
Devon for children with additional needs. You can find this using the link https://
childrenandfamilyhealthdevon.nhs.uk/signpostplus/ and this is well worth a look.
We work to offer as much support as possible to our students and their parents and carers. Your
child’s mentor can be contacted at the school with general questions or advice. If you would like to
contact us in regards to SEN, support or needs specifically please get in touch with the school and
I’d be happy to speak to you.

Thrive
This term in Thrive we have been focusing on building relationships
with others.
Thrive promotes children having positive interactions and connections. Some of our children have
been involved in group activities e.g. den building, forest fun, mindful walks in the woods, hide and
seek and parachute games.
We are incorporating some of our Thrive lessons down at our Farm at Chipley. Nature is really important to our Thrivers, it helps children explore, connect and engage with natural environments.
Hopefully next term we will get more sunny days!
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Chipley Farm & Outdoor learning
More and more students have been
spending their sessions down at
Chipley Farm, where they can not only engage in Land Based Studies
and Forest School A=activities but it is a fantastic environment to learn
outside – even our core subjects – Maths, English and Science. The
benefits of learning outside of the classroom are not only that it can be
more engaging and relevant but it also nurtures creativity and imagination through play, experimentation and calculated risk taking. We are hoping that it will develop the students’ interest in the environment and their wider surroundings and expose them to new opportunities.
We are really excited to develop a series of projects based around the students’ interests and
ideas at Chipley as the farm develops. More news soon!
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Kayaking
One of our KS2 students undertook a fantastic sea kayaking trip a few
weeks ago. We had a rare break in the weather and conditions were just
right for a journey from Meadfoot beach round to the famous London
Bridge. The sun was shining on the beautiful limestone cliffs and arches
that backdrop the clear blue waters of Torbay.
We’ve had KS2 and KS3 children testing their skills on the challenging white-water sections
of the River Dart this Spring. Fast flowing rapids and cold water were no match for our Greater Horseshoe kids who paddled with confidence… with the occasional capsize.
During these lessons our first British Canoeing Awards have been gained, WELL DONE!
Climbing
Our students now often visit a range of climbing venues. Dart Rock
Climbing Wall is our closest centre and has been the venue of choice
for progressive skills to be learnt by multiple students with some of
them gaining AQA Awards in this discipline.
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Swimming
Most of our students have swimming on their timetable every week. They are all working towards their STA swimming awards. All swimmers have completed 1,2 and 3 STA awards.
These awards include awareness of safety around the swimming pool e.g. not running, no diving and also learning to breathing techniques in order to become more confident in the water.
All of the children have fun within their swimming session. They have races down the water
slides, play ‘piggy in the water’ and love playing ‘sharks’.
Most our children are in a group for swimming sessions so that
they have positive interactions in the water with other peers and
adults.
There are 7 awards to complete; after half term we will
continue to focus on achieving their awards and gaining
their certificates. This will
ensure that our students are
competent and confident in
and around water.
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Music
This term has been wonderful in music! Our students have been able to explore different avenues
depending on their interests. Firstly, we’ve had a number of singers focusing on how to sound like
their favourite singers or characters. They have started to plan their own montage singing video
for next term. We’ve also had students exploring instruments that take their fancy:
‘Old Town Road’ on the ukulele or keyboard, ‘Another One Bites The Dust’ on bass and various
songs on guitars and drums. We’ve started to put our more able music students together to work
towards band projects playing songs from Blur to the White Stripes! One of our groups have even
begun to write their own rock song and are working on lyrics, drum rhythms and guitar riffs! Brilliant
work from all of our students.
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Eco schools
Continuing with the fantastic start we are nearly there on our journey to our Bronze Award.
Many of the student took part in an Environmental Review on what they think we do well at The
Greater Horseshoe School and what we could work on. We also looked at our action plan
where we wanted to improve our waste management, so we got some special bins for our recycling and have started thinking about what we should do with the food waste we create.
We have also taken part in the RSPB Schools Big Bird Watch – creating special feeding stations and completing a number of surveys at both school and at Chipley to see all the different
types of birds that live in our local area.
Next we are excited to see what Spring and the new term brings with all the opportunities to
work outdoors as well as being part of the Big Clean Up 2020.
This term we’ve had students out and about learning and developing in many outdoor education
activities. It’s been a pretty wet and cold season that’s really tested the resilience of the children.
They have however excelled in areas previously not experienced by many of our learners.
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Recycling in Art and Design
In art and design we are already using a lot of recycled materials such as
cardboard and fabric. Before Christmas we created a Christmas calendar
using recycled fabric, and currently our school quilt is taking shape. Next
half term we are focusing on the Eco School topics Waste and Marine by
creating art pieces from various materials such as paper and plastic waste
from the school. We will learn about the principles of waste; reduce, reuse
and recycle and look at the damaging impact plastic waste has on marine
life.
One of our projects will be making Eco bricks out of plastic waste and using them to build stools for the school. You can support your child’s learning and get involved with this at home by saving any clean, non-recyclable
plastic waste and pushing them into a plastic bottle. When the bottle is
full, bring it to school to be included in our project.
KS2 Core
In KS2 core this term, we have focused our learning around the book ‘Fog Island’ by Tomi Ungerer.
We spent some time looking at the front cover and creating beautiful descriptions of the fog and island itself. The children also came up with their own ideas about what the book may be about and
even what the title could be before I finally shared the real title and let the children read the book. Tomi Ungerer is well known for his unusual illustrations which provided lots of opportunities for descriptions as well as similes which have been the focus in English this term. In Maths we have continued
to work on place value and fluency of mental addition and subtraction as well as written strategies.
We also focused on telling the time. Please find every opportunity to ask your child to read the time
so they can keep practicing this life skill.
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We would like to introduce you to our new staff…
Alexandra Jones
Hi – I’m Alex and I recently joined the Greater Horseshoe School as new teacher focusing on
Primary Outdoor Core and I am really excited at the opportunity to take our learning outside for
some fun projects down at Chipley Farm.
I have been a primary school teacher since 2005 and have worked in a variety of settings from
Reading to Devon but have always loved learning outside the classroom as my first degree
was in Environmental Science. Outside of school I am a very active person. I love travel and
the outdoors and there is nothing better than exploring our beautiful coast and countryside with
my big black lab. Some evenings I can also be found in the gym dancing away with my
Zumba instructor; I hope to take my Zumba instructors’ test soon.
Abi
Hi I'm Abi, a new Learning Support Assistant at the school. I have a BA (Hons) in Musical
Theatre which I studied at Wessex Academy of Performing Arts. I have previously worked as a
vocalist and childrens’ entertainer in various holiday parks. I'm most looking forward to working
with the brilliant staff and young people here at the school.

Finn
Hi, I’m Finn - a new Learning Support Assistant at the school. I have been working as an enabler for the past year and wanted to carry this on in a school environment. I love working outdoors and exploring the moors. I am looking forward to sharing my enthusiasm with the students.
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